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Abstract
In many collaborative systems,users can trigger the execution of
commandsin a processowned by another user. Unless the accessrights
of such processesare limited, any user in the collaboration can gain
accessto another’s private files; execute applications on another user’s
behalf; or read public systemfiles, such as the password file, on another
user’s machine. However, someapplications require limited sharing of
private files, so it may be desirable to grant accessto thesefiles for a
specific purpose. Role-basedaccesscontrol (RBAC) models can be
used to limit the accessrights of processes,but current implementations
do not enable users to flexibly control the accessrights of a processat
runtime. We define a discretionary accesscontrol model that enables
principals to flexibly control the accessrights of a collaborative process.
We then specify the requirements of RBAC models necessaryto
implement this discretionary accesscontrol model.

1.O Introduction
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We examine how the accesscontrol requirements of collaborative
systemsaffect the design of RBAC models. A collaborative systemor
groupware is a computer-basedsystemthat supports groups of users
engagedin a common task and that provides an interface to a shared
environment [ELLI9 11. Examples of collaborative systemsinclude
computer conferencing systems,multi-user editors, group decision
support systems,and workflow systems. Collaborative systemspermit
multiple principals to execute commandson a single process, so the
accessrights of those processesmust be limited to prevent unauthorized
accessto the processowner’s system. RBAC models enable the access
rights of a processto be limited, but current implementations do not
support the dynamic, user-level accesscontrol required by collaborative
systems. At present, RBAC is being used almost exclusively to develop
mandatory accesscontrol (MAC) support, but we believe that within a
MAC framework, RBAC models are also useful for discretionary access
control (DAC).
Collaborative systemprocessesmust be run with limited accessrights
becausemultiple users can specify commandsto a single process. For
performance and fault-tolerance reasons,collaborative systemsoften use
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a replicated processarchitecture. In a replicated processarchitecture,
each user has a processon his machine that maintains a copy of the state
of the collaboration. Each command is executed independently by each
replicated process. Therefore, collaborative processesexecute
commandswritten by users other than the owner of the process.
Unless the accessrights of a collaborative processare limited, any user
may obtain unauthorized accessto the systemobjects owned by another
user. For example, consider the use of mobile agents(also known as
computational E-mail, command scripts, and enabled mail) as the
mechanismfor transporting commandsto replicated processes(see
Figure 9-1, Collaboratior~ Using Mobile Agent Systems). First, the
writer composesthe agent’s code to specify the command. Through
somemechanism(e.g., HTTP or mail) the agent is sent to each of Ihe
other users, called the readersof the agent. When a reader reads the
agent (number 2 in the figure), a processis created to execute the
agent’s code (or an existing processmay be used). This processruns on
the reader’s machine and is owned by the reader, so the agent is
executed with the reader’s accessrights. A malicious writer can use
theseadditional accessrights to read and write the reader’s private
objects; execute applications, such as mail, to masqueradeas the reader
to other users; and read the password file on the reader’s machine.
Note that this problem is endemic to any processthat executes
commandssupplied by multiple principals.

Writer

sends
toReader

Reader
Figure 9-1. Collaboration

Using Mobile Agent Systems

Current solutions are not suitable for enforcing the accessrights of
collaborative systems. To enforce accesscontrol, mobile agent systems
preclude the agents from performing potentially useful types of actions,
such as executing existing applications. For example, a Java [GOSlL95]
agent (called an appler in Java) cannot execute a non-Java application.
Also, these systemsuse cumbersomeapproachesto control read and
write access. Java’s accessmodel forces all concurrent agentsto use the
sameaccessrights. RBAC models can flexibly specify the accessrights
of a process, but they do not enable users to dynamically specify access
rights. At present, RBAC implementations are being developed only for
MAC, so only systemadministrators can specify accessrights.
However, the appropriate accessrights of a collaborative processare
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basedon dynamic information, such as the set of collaborators or the
purpose of the collaboration. Therefore, users or collaborative
applications need to be able to limit accessat runtime.
We present an accesscontrol model that can flexibly control the access
rights of a collaborative process. Our model [JAEG95] is designedto
restrict the accessrights of a processat runtime. The model is simple
becauseusers or application writers need to know only a few common
classesof objects to specify the accessrights of a collaboration. Also,
many of the accessrights are deducedfrom the reader’s current access
rights, so their specifications are generally small. We then list the
requirements of RBAC models necessaryto implement this DAC model.
In Section 2.0 we present the problem definition of DAC on
collaborative processes. In Section 3.0 we review related work. In
Section 4.0 we define our DAC model. In Section 5.0 we list the
requirements of RBAC models for implementing our DAC model. In
Section 6.0 we outline future work and conclude the paper.

2.0

Problem Definition
We assumea conventional systemsmodel, where principals (e.g., users,
collaborators, etc.) execute processesthat perform operurions (e.g.,
read, write, etc.) on objects (e.g., files, printers, etc.). The permissions
of a principal to perform operations on systemobjects are called the
access righrs of the principal in the system.
As an example, consider the DistEdit [KNIS90, KNIS93] system.
DistEdit is a toolkit for building collaborative editors using a replicated
processarchitecture. In a collaborative editing session,each user in the
collaboration has an editor process(see Figure 9-2, DistEdit System
Archirecrure). When a user edits the buffer, the DistEdit sendsa copy
of the command to each editor processto ensure the consistencyof the
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Figure 9-2. DistEdit System Architecture
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editors’ buffers’. Unfortunately, this also raises the possibility that, for
example, if one user issuesa command to save the buffer to a file, then
a file with the samename on another user’s machine may get
overwritten. DistEdit avoids this problem by not broadcasting file 1.10
commands,but, in general, systemdesignersmust identify and manually
close any security loopholes. This task could be arduous and errorprone.
Instead, we would like to each editor be able to flexibly limit its access
rights given the purpose of the collaboration. When a user enters a
collaborative editing session, the editor first authenticatesthe other
collaborators. In this description, we assumethat all the other colla‘borators are trusted. Then the user setsaccessrights for the collaborators
to read the user’s files. When the user decides to edit a file, he specifies
the accessrights for the collaborators to the file. For example, suppose
a DistEdit Emacseditor is being used to collaboratively edit a Lisp
program. A reader allows others to edit the Lisp program, but the
reader may also want to edit documentation files that he does not want
the other users to overwrite. Also, some editors, such as Emacs, permit
applications to be executed, so the user may grant accessto execute
other applications. For example, a collaborator may want to
demonstratethe execution of the Lisp program. The user would need to
grant permission to execute a Lisp interpreter on his machine for this
part of collaboration to proceed.
Therefore, the reader’s security requirements in this application are as
follows:
l

Any collaborator can perform the read operation on any of the
reader’s public objects, except system-specificfiles like the
password file.

l

Any user can perform the write operation on the Lisp program file.

0

Accessto perform the write operation on any other systemobjects,
such as the documentation files, is prohibited.

0

Any collaborator can perform the execute operation on the Lisp
interpreter.

l

Accessto perform the execute operation on other systemobjects,
such as /bin/sh, is prohibited.

l

The Lisp interpreter must have the sameaccessrights as the editor.

The user described above wants to limit accessrights basedon the
application, the identities of the collaborators, and the purpose of the
collaboration. The level of trust in the collaborators determines the
types of actions they may be permitted. For example, only trusted
collaborators should be permitted to execute applications on another
user’s machine. Also, the purpose of the collaboration further specifies
the accessrights of the collaboration. A collaborative editor can be used

’ The commandsare ordered as well, but this task is outside the scopeof the accesscontrol problem.
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to edit a variety of files, but only accessto files necessaryto the
collaboration should be granted to enforce least privilege.
Also, users need to be able to flexibly control accessrights at runtime.
The identities of the collaborators and the purpose of the collaboration
are often not known until runtime, so a user must be able to set access
rights on demand. Collaborations are often dynamic, so new
collaboration groups and purposesmay evolve. Therefore, accessrights
for a collaboration may be ad hoc, so users must be able to flexibly
specify those rights. In our example, write accessto the Lisp program,
but not the documentationfiles, is granted. Future collaborations may
involve collaborators that are trusted to edit the documentation files, and
new files may enter into the collaboration as well, such as technical
papersor marketing reports.

3.0

Related Work
We review the accesscontrol capabilities of current mobile agent
systemsand RBAC models. Accesscontrol in mobile agent systemsis
restrictive becausethe accessrights of other applications cannot be
controlled. RBAC models provide system-wideaccesscontrol, but are
designedfor MAC not DAC. Therefore, it is not possible for users or
their applications to limit the accessrights of their processes.
Historically, accesscontrol of mobile agent systemshas been
implemented using the following techniques: preventing processesfrom
accessingsystemobjects [BORE92], limiting accessto read and write
operations in a single public directory [BORE94], using a global
properties file to describe permissible accessrights [SUN95], and
providing an intersection of the accessrights of the collaboration’s
principals [JAEG94].
The restrictive security provided by the first two options, implemented
in ATOMICMAIL [BORE921and Safe-Tel [BORE94], prevents access
to shared data at its normal location and prevents the execution of
applications. Moving data to a safe location is time-consuming and can
lead to inconsistenciesbetween versions if a crash occurs. The
execution of existing applications is also necessaryfor some
applications. For example, we want to use an existing editor in our
collaborative editing application.
In the third option, Java [SUN951enablesagentsto read and write files
in their normal locations, but the execution of existing applications is
still not permitted. In Java, each user defines a properties file that
describesthe accessrights of any agent. Therefore, the samerights
apply to any agentsbeing run by the user at the sametime, so it is not
possible to run two agentssimultaneously with different rights.
In [JAEG94], we describe a service that enablesa reader to limit the
agent’s accessrights to the intersection of the reader and writer’s rights.
This service enablestrusted users to collaborate while protecting their
private system objects from access. The service is implemented using
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the UNIX operating system’, so the accessrights of agentswhose
writers do not belong to the reader’s domain are more difficult to
control. In this implementation they are given no accessrights, but if
the reader wants to grant some accessrights to an agent to execute an
application it is difficult to limit this process’saccess. Current file
systemsgrant accessto all world-readable or world-executable files to
any process, so permitting execution of arbitrary applications while
preventing accessto sensitive world-readable files, like the password
file, is not possible. Typically, accessrights for a UNIX processare
restricted using chroot, but chroot requires files to be moved to the safe
area at runtime.
Current implementations of accesscontrol models basedon RBAC also
are insufficient for collaborative applications. RBAC implementations
for file systems[GASS90, TING92, VINT88, WOBB94] are designedto
provide MAC. Therefore, only systemadministrators can define the
roles that a user can assume. As described above, accessrights of
collaborative applications may not be known until runtime, so DAC
models are necessaryto enable a user or application to limit access
rights.
A few RBAC models do enable some dynamic modification of a role’s
accessrights [BORN94, MOHA94]. These models permit system
administrators to specify rules that can modify the accessrights of a
processat runtime. Becausethe accessrequirements of many
collaborative applications are ad hoc, it is unlikely that the rules
necessaryto control accessfor these applications have been specified.
Also, the purpose of an application cannot be deducedvery easily, so
the specification of rules for collaborative applications is difficult if not
impossible.
Another important issue in RBAC model implementations is the power
of the specification language. In some RBAC model implementations,
when a new role is added the accesscontrol lists of all the affected
systemobjects must be updated. Unlike other RBAC models, the
Domain Type Enforcement (DTE) [BADG95] model provides a concise
language for specifying processaccessrights. For example, read access
to all the systemobjects in a directory tree can be specified in a single
statement.
Currently, DTE is designedfor MAC, so users cannot dynamically
modify their rights. Even if DTE permitted users to limit their own
accessrights, specification of these new rights is cumbersome. Sup:pose
the reader wants to limit the accessrights of a process such that only the
rights shared by the reader and writer are available to the process.
First, the reader must create a new domain (i.e., role) to represent the
new set of accessrights. Next, the reader must specify the accessrights
for this domain given the reader’s and writer’s accessrights. Because
general directory structures are graphs (due to the existence of links),
the reader may have to check whether the writer has accessto every file
to which he, the reader, has access. However, the number of links
should be significantly less than the number of files, so handling these
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specially should reduce the complexity significantly. Finally, the
current domain must be permitted the ability to create an instance of the
new domain. Thus, the mechanismto create a new domain may be
inefficient for large file systems,and it requires that users understand
the relationships betweendomains in order to create a new one.

4.0

Our Approach
In [JAEG95], we define a DAC model for specifying the accessrights
available to a mobile agent. The goal of the DAC mode1is to enable the
reader and writer in a mobile agent computation to flexibly control
accessto systemobjects. Therefore, using this DAC mode1a user can
specify any accessrights desired, although the model is biased toward
the easy specification of the accessrights that we think will be common.
Below, we define the major conceptsof this DAC model:
l

l

Definition 1: A writer, w, is a principal that forwards the mobile
agent to the reader for execution. Note that the writer does not
necessarily composethe agent.
Definition

2: A reader, r, is a principal that executesthe mobile

agent.
l

Definition 3: An object uccessright of a mobile agent, obu E
OBA, is a tuple, ob = (obj, OPobj), where obj is a unique identifier
of the object and OP,, is a set of operations (e.g., read, write,

execute) that the mobile agent can perform on the object. Object
accessrights can be either granted or revoked.
l

Definition 4: A sharingfunction of a principal i for a mobile agent,
sf(i), is a function, sf(ij = si or sf(i) = si n j. where s, is a sharing

value (one of none, public, or all) that specifies a class of objects
accessibleto i andj is another principal. For example, if the writer
specifies sf(writer) = all n reader, the writer grants permission to
all of the writer’s objects sharedby the reader. This is the set of
objects shared by the writer in 0 of Figure 9-3, Operation Access
Rights.
l

Definition 5: An operation access right of a mobile agent, opa E
OPA, is a tuple, opa = (op,sf(r),sf(w)), where op is an operation,
sf(r) is the sharing function of the reader for op, and sf(w) is the
sharing function of the writer for op. The value of opa specifies
that the agent has permission to perform op on the union of the
objects representedby the domains sf(r) and sf(w). (See
Figure 9-3.) If an value is not specified for an operation op, then
opa = (op, none, none).

l

Definition 6: A mobile agent compufation is a set of processesthat
execute a mobile agent. In our case, a computation is a set of
processes,p E P, including the processthat executesthe agent, its
descendantprocesses,and any service processesthat theseprocesses
use.
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Figure 9-3. Operation AccessRights

l

Definition 7: Mobile agent accessrights, ar, is a tuple, ar =
(r, w,OPA.OBA,,OBA,J, where r is the identity of the reader that
executesthe agent, w is the identity of the writer of the agent, IOPA
is a set of operation accessright specifications, OBA, is a set of
object accessrights granted to the agent, and OBA, is a set of
negative object accessrights of the agent. The order of precedence
of the accessrights specifications is (from highest to lowest):
OBA,, OBA,, and OPA. The mobile agent accessrights must be
enforced on all processesin the mobile agent computation.

In this DAC model, the accessrights of a mobile agent to the file system
are specified by operation and by object. Operation accessrights permit
the reader and the writer to limit the operations that can be performed
on a class of objects. For example, the read operation can be limited to
only the writer’s public objects. Object accessrights permit the rea.der
and writer to grant or revoke operations on a specific object. Read
accessmay be precluded for the password file, but write accessmay be
granted to a private object, such as the Lisp program.
In the DistEdit example, the writer does not provide any accessrights to
the reader, but the reader needsto limit the accessrights of the agent.
We specify the mobile agent accessrights for this example as shown in
Table 9- 1, Mobile Agent AccessRightsfor DistEdit. When a file system
accessis requested,the accessrights specifications are checked in the
following order: (1) object accessrevoked; (2) object accessgranted;
and (3) operation accessrights. First, the object accessrevoked
specification is checked to determine if accessto the object is prohibited.
The specification (/etc,read,write,execute) prohibits accessto any file in
the system’s/etc directory, such as the password file. Object access
rights revoked always supersedethose granted if there is a conflict.
Next, the object accessgranted specifications are checked to determine
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if accesshas been granted directly to the agent. The specification,
(/usr/bin/lisp,execute) and ( - /lisp/program.lisp,read,write), grants
accessto the Lisp interpreter and the Lisp program, respectively. Note
that the reader must already possesstheseaccessrights in order to grant
them. This can be verified at specification time. Finally, the operation
accessrights are checked. In this case, the specification
(read,public,none) grants read accessto all the reader’s public objects.
Becauseoperation accessrights are not provided for other operations,
theseoperations are precluded on all other objects.
Table 9-1. Mobile Agent Access Rights for DistEdit
ar Attribute

Value

Reader

DistEdit-reader

Writer

one of collaborators

OPA

{(read,public,none)}

OBA,

{(lusrlbin/lisp,{execute}).
(-/listJprogram.lisp,{read,write})}

OBA,

{(letc,{read,write,execute})}

II

II

This DAC model permits principals to limit the accessrights of a
processand its descendantsrelative to its current accessrights, so the
effort necessaryto specify the restricted accessrights is reduced.
Operation accessrights define an intersection of the principal’s current
accessrights with the rights to a class of objects. Therefore, it is not
necessaryfor the user to specify the set of objects in the class explicitly.
Using this model, principals do not need to be aware of domains and
their relationships, but rather, the principal must be aware of some
general types of objects. Only a few general types are necessary,so the
model is fairly simple.
Finally, the performance of an authorization mechanismthat uses this
model should be satisfactory. Using other implementations, object
accessrights can be checkedin constant time (e.g., using a hash table
representation), and two authorizations must be made for operation
accessrights: one for the principal’s current role and one for the object
group of the operation accessrights. If both are authorized, then the
accessis permitted.

5.0

RBAC Requirements
In [SAND94b], a set of dimensions for RBAC model requirements are
proposed. Below, we specify values for thesedimensions to implement
the DAC model describedabove. We list values only for the dimensions
relevant to the DAC model implementation.
l

Nature of privileges: Accessrights are representedby roles,
operation accessrights, and object accessrights. A role represents
the MAC domain of a principal. The operation accessrights can be
used to dynamically limit a process’saccessrights given the current
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role. The object accessrights specify positive and negative
capabilities, so the accessrights of a mobile agent computation can
be flexibly specified.
0

User assignment: Systemadministrators assign users to roles.
Systemadministrators select which users can limit their access
rights using operation or object accessrights.

l

Privilege assignment: The systemadministrators set the privileges
of roles and define the object groups for operation accessrights.
Users select operation accessrights and objects accessrights for a
mobile agent computation.

l

Object attributes: Operation accessrights or object accessrig,hts
may be defined using object groups.

In this type of RBAC model, systemadministrators define roles for
users as they did previously, but also can define a model that will enable
users to limit the accessrights of their own processes. First, system
administrators specify the types of object groups that can be used to
specify operation accessrights. Also, systemadministrators specify the
principals that are authorized to limit their own rights dynamically.
Then, authorized users may flexibly control accessto their system
objects using theseoperation accessrights and object accessrights.
Therefore, systemadministrators enforce MAC using the RBAC as well
as specifying some DAC features and who can use them. Users with the
privilege to use the DAC model can flexibly control accessto their
processes.

6 .O Conclusions
The accesscontrol requirements of collaborative systemsplace
interesting demandson RBAC models. Becausecommandscan
originate from multiple principals, each principal that owns a
collaborative systemprocessmust be able to restrict the process’saccess
rights to protect its system from unauthorized access. These restrictions
are often ad hoc becausethe choice of accessrights is basedon the
identities of the collaborators and the purpose of the collaboration.
Current RBAC model implementations do not permit users to define new
roles, so it is not possible for users to dynamically control accessto their
systemobjects. Also, the specification models used by RBAC model
implementations require significant effort for a user to create a new role
and require the users to understandcomplex concepts.
We propose requirements of an RBAC system for implementing a DAC
model that enablesusers and their applications to flexibly control the
accessof collaborative processesat runtime. The DAC model enables
users to define the accessrights of a processrelative to their current
role. Accessrights are specified either by operation on a commonly
understood group of objects or by a specific object. This DAC model
enablesaccessrights to be specified using a small number of statements
and only requires that users understand the meaning of the object groups
used by the operation accessrights. To implement this model within an
RBAC framework, RBAC systemsneed to provide a DAC model u.sing
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simple primitives, permit someusers to define more limited versions of
their roles, and be able to generateroles efficiently using these
specifications.
In the future, we plan to extend the DAC model to enforce the
communication security requirements of collaborative systems.
Collaborating principals must be able to communicate with one another,
but unlimited communication is not possible becausethere are security
loopholes that can result in an agent sending a reader secretsto an
attacker [DEAN95].
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